
FACTORY FARMING:  TO EAT OR NOT TO EAT? 

It is morally permissible to raise animals for food 

as long as their lives are worth living (i.e. pleasure>pain). 

Lives of the tortured puppies are not worth living 

(i.e. pleasure<pain) 

but lives of factory farmed animals are! 

The consumption and resulting demand for factory-farmed products 

promotes the creation of lives that are worth living. 

Torturing puppies = morally impermissible  

Supporting factory farming = morally permissible

Torturing puppies to satisfy one's taste buds is not ok.
< Side note from the creators: If you disagree with this 

please reexamine your life choices >

Factory farming is morally the same as torturing puppies. 

The animals are also tortured, 

and we're also doing it to satisfy our taste buds.

If you find it unacceptable to torture puppies for a gustatory experience, 

that sentiment should also extend to factory farmed animals

Torturing puppies = Support factory farming = Morally impermissible

FACTS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER IN THIS FARMING MADNESS 

SO, EATING MEAT: RIGHT OR WRONG?

ACCORDING TO HEDONIC UTILITARIANISM, 
the moral status of an action is all about the overall pleasure it brings for the world.

In other words,

CALVES ARE SEPERATED FROM THEIR
MOTHERS AT BIRTH, JUST SO WE CAN

HAVE MORE COW MILK TO DRINK  
 

Our growth and demand has been
DRIVING the factory farming further 

Over the years, 

WHAT IS FACTORY FARMING?

Based off data from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Farm Animal 
Investment Risk and Returns and Animal Charity Evaluators 

So are puppies the same as farm animals? 

How does one calculate the balance of pleasure vs pain?
Do they NEGATE each other?

Why should THEY deserve a different treatment? 

How would you quantify subjective feelings of pleasure or pain? 

Is the joy of eating sweets the same as the satisfaction from making your own choices? 

For ANIMALS to boot !

How do different kinds of pain/pleasure factor into the equation?

Which are the better pleasures/pains?

"ok so Say there's this guy, fred. 
Fred absolutely loves chocolate, but he can't taste it without a 
chemical produced by torturing puppies. So he does just that. He 

gets a room full of caged puppies and tortures them."

"but factory farming and torturing puppies are different, 
you madman. Also, meat is awesome."

FOOD... FOR THOUGHT

WE SHOULD ACT TO PRODUCE THE MAXIMUM PLEASURE THAT WE CAN

We don't have the answers to EVERYTHING!
People smarter than us have been debating it for centuries. 

What do YOU think?

*Cow goes "moo"*
*Chicken goes "clu

ck"* *Sigh* (Kill me)

rAISING LIVESTOCK FOR FOOD; 

INVOLVES MAINTAINING HIGH-DENSITY POPULATIONS OF ANIMALS 

IN SCIENTIFICALLY CONTROLLED ENVRIONMENTS

Basically, Pleasure > Pain = Good

cattle, pigs, sheep, 
goats and poultry>25
secured through factory farming in 2013 
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